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Hexagonal to Cubic Spinel Transformation in Lithiated Cobalt
Oxide
TEM Investigation
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A transmission electron microscopy~TEM! investigation was performed on LiCoO2 before and after it had been subjected to
charge/discharge cycling in electrochemical cells, as well as on delithiated Li(12x)CoO2 before and after thermal aging. Turbos-
tratic disorder involving small rotations of the O-Co-O slabs was found in as-received material, and in material subjected to a few
cycles. In LiCoO2 subjected to extensive charge/discharge cycling, it was found that increasing amounts of the trigonal O3 phase
had transformed to H1-3 phase and to the cubic spinel phase. The transformation appears to initiate on the surfaces of trigonal
crystals. The orientation relationship between the trigonal and spinel phases was determined from diffraction patterns to be

$0001% trigonal parallel$111%cubic and^112̄0& trigonal parallel^110&cubic. The difference in unit cell dimensions leads to transformation
stresses when spinel crystals are formed, and spallation of surface layers was observed. The formation of a spinel phase could
suppress electrochemical performance of LiCoO2 cathodes in heavily cycled cells. Aging in the charged state also can alter particle
surfaces and therefore the performance.
© 2004 The Electrochemical Society.@DOI: 10.1149/1.1738677# All rights reserved.
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The rechargeable Li-ion batteries in widespread use as p
sources for electronic devices are based on the reversible stor
Li atoms in the crystal structures of the anode and cathode mat
The most commonly used material for positive electrodes in
chargeable Li batteries is LiCoO2 synthesized at temperatures ab
approximately 800°C (HT-LiCoO2).1 It has a high operating voltag
vs. a lithium electrode~3.5-4.2 V! and a large specific capac
~'140 mAh/g!.2 Despite its superior properties the capacity
LiCoO2 cathodes decreases with cycle life, an effect that is obse
to different extents in all cathodes of rechargeable batteries
reasons for this failure are not fully understood as of now. The
of the present study is to monitor microstructural changes occu
in LiCoO2 after large numbers of electrochemical charge-disch
cycles and after aging in the charged state to obtain a better u
standing of processes that limit the life of a battery.

The commonly used HT-LiCoO2 belongs into the group of la
ered LiMeO2 oxides.3 It has a trigonal or rhombohedral lattice, co
sisting of oxygen in ABC stacking separated by individual layer
Li and Co ions. Both types of cations (Co31, Li1) sit in the octa

hedral interstitial sites between close-packed oxygen layers (R3̄m
structure, space group 166,a 5 2.82 Å, c 5 14.08 Å).4 This struc-
ture is referred to as the O3 layer structure since Li1 ions occupy th
octahedral interstitial sites~O referring to octahedral!, and there ar
three MeO2 sheets per unit cell, each sheet being formed by e
sharing CoO2 ocathedra.3 The strong ionicity of the Co-O bon
leads to an important negative charge on the oxygen anions,
destabilizes the layered structure. The cohesive energy of the c
is lowered by the insertion of Li cations between the CoO2 slabs.5

During charge and discharge cycles, lithium ions are extracted
and reintercalated into the LiCoO2 lattice, causing off-stoichiometr
compositions of Li12xCoO2 .

The changes in the crystal structure of HT-Li12xCoO2 that ac-
company Li insertion and extraction have been characterize
X-ray and neutron diffraction techniques.In situ X-ray diffraction
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~XRD! studies have shown that the crystal structure is pres
when the lithium content is cycled betweenx 5 0 and x ' 0.5.
With more Li extraction~largerx! the interlayer repulsion causes
expansion of thec axis of the unit cell, changing thec/a aspect ratio
from 4.99 at full Li content (x 5 0) to 5.10 in Li0.5CoO2 .6 At a
lithium content (12 x) of 0.5 to 0.45, however, the lithium ions
the CoO2 framework undergo an order/disorder transition tha
coupled to a lattice distortion from the hexagonal to the monoc
structure.4,7 Complete extraction of Li from the lattice results in
formation of a single-layered hexagonal phase CoO2 , the end mem
ber of the Li12xCoO2 solid solution. Upon reinsertion of Li, th
phase converts back to the three-layered, delithiated Li12xCoO2

phase.8 Fully delithiated CoO2 is believed to be metastab
however,9 so the change in stoichiometry should be limited toDx
' 0.5 if acceptable cycle life of the battery it to be obtained~.500
cycles!. There have been only a few studies on the effect of e
sive charge/discharge cycling on crystal structure.10,11

At lower synthesis temperatures~400°C!, a different form o
LiCoO2 is formed, a cubic spinel phase with compositions den
Li11yCo2O4 . Its oxygen lattice is identical to that of the HT for
but the cation lattice differs. Instead of a separation of Li- and
ions into different$111% planes, these planes are now occupied
a mixture of 75% Co and 25% Li, and with 75% Li and 25% Co
alternating$111% planes.12 ~In more detail, the structure is deno
Fd3m, the space group is 227, Li occupies 16c sites, Co occ
16d, O occupies 32 sites with positional parameterx 5 0.25, a
5 7.99 Å.) This structure is called the lithiated spinel of comp
tion Li2Co2O4 . This Li2Co2O4 transforms to trigonal LiCoO2 ~O3
phase! upon heating. The lithiated spinel is distinguished from
ideal spinel LiCo2O4 with the MgAl2O4 structure by the amount
lithium stored in the crystal. In the ideal spinel, lithium is located
tetrahedral 8a sites. The spinel phase was studied as an alte
cathode material because it operates at a lower intercalation vo
perhaps suppressing decomposition of the electrolyte. The low
troactivity limits its practical application, however.13 For electro
chemical service, the trigonal layered form~O3 phase! is
favorable,14 whereas the formation of the spinel phase is consid
a possible degradation mechanism.10,15

Crystallographic studies on these materials have been perfo
primarily by X-ray and neutron diffractometry. There are, howe
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limitations to these techniques. Rossenet al.13 and Gummow
et al.16 pointed out that it is not possible to distinguish between
layered form of LiCoO2 and the spinel phase from polycrystall
diffraction experiments. Instead thec/a aspect ratio and the electr
chemical behavior are used as evidence for either phase. The
ratio of the spinel (c/a 5 4.914) is closer to that of the ideal f
lattice (c/a 5 4.899), and varies only little during electrochem
cycling.17 The electrochemical signature of the spinel phase
voltage plateau at 3.7 V during charge and at 3.5 V during disch
compared to 3.9 V during charge and 3.8 V during discharge fo
trigonal O3 phase.13

The single-crystal diffraction capability of transmission elec
microscopy~TEM! can overcome some of the difficulties of pow
diffractometry in distinguishing between closely related structu
It is also sensitive to orientation relationships between diffe
crystals, and can provide information on defects and internal s
in crystals. A combination of imaging and diffraction techniq
allows the determination of spatial distribution of different pha
Here we present an electron diffraction study of lattice chang
LiCoO2 following extensive electrochemical cycling~334 cycles!,
as well as thermal aging in the charged state of the battery~4.2 V!.
We follow the transformation from the layered O3 phase to an
termediate H1-3 phase that has been predicted by Van de
et al.18 to the cubic spinel phase. In additional measurem
LiCoO2 powder was treated chemically to delithiate it in contro
amounts. Electron diffraction showed clearly the coexistence o
phases within heavily cycled crystallites, and showed their orie
tion relationships.

Experimental

Virgin LiCoO2 ~specimen A!, an uncycled cathode prepared fr
the same material, and a similar cathode subjected to 334 el
chemical charge/discharge cycles~specimen C! were provided b
courtesy of Enax Inc., Japan. The permanent capacity loss afte
cycles was in the 10-12% range. The uncycled LiCoO2 cathode wa
used to build Li/PC-LiClO4 /LiCoO2 coin-type half-cells~CR2016!.
The uncycled cathode consisted of a composite mixture~91%
LiCoO2 , 6% graphite, and 3% binder! cast on a thin aluminum foi
The separator was made of glass fibers~Craneglas 230/6.1 fro
Crane, Co., New Hyde, NY, USA!. The electrolyte was 1 M solutio
of LiClO4 in propylene carbonate~PC! ~Mitsubishi Chemicals Co
Tsukuba, Japan!. After being mounted in a dry box filled with argo
the cells were subjected to five charge/discharge cycles betwe
to 4.2 V at a C/5 rate at ambient temperature. The cells were
stored at their charged state (Li0.5CoO2 at 4.2 V! at 75°C for 10
days. After disassembly of the cells, the LiCoO2 was recovered from
the cathode surface by scraping the mixture of oxide, carbon b
and binder off the Al foil and repeatedly washing it in NMP~n-
methyl pyrrolidinone! at approximately 40-50°C to dissolve t
binder ~specimen B!.

Chemical delithiation was performed by immersing the vi
LiCoO2 powder into an aqueous solution of potassium peroxyd
fate (K2S2O8) at 45°C for several hours with magnetic stirring. T
powder was then washed repeatedly with pure water followed
wash with methanol, and then dried at 60°C in air then in vac
~specimen D!. A portion of the powder was annealed at 300°C
several hours~specimen E!.

Specimens for routine TEM examination were produced by
persing a suspension of the powder mixture onto a holey ca
grid. For specimens examined in cross section, the powder
aged state was embedded in a resin and sliced into thin section
an ultramicrotome. TEM studies were performed with a Philips
420 instrument operated at 120 kV. The diffraction studies
accompanied by the simulation of single-crystal electron diffrac
patterns using the software package Desktop Microscop
~Lacuna Labs!. Appendix A lists all specimens investigated in t
ct
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study as well as information about their electrochemical beha
Unit cells used for the simulations are presented in Append
Appendix C presents the simulated diffraction patterns for
index zone axes.

Results

Results from virginLiCoO2 (specimen A).—Single-crystal elec

tron diffraction patterns confirmed theR3̄m structure of the trigona
layered O3 phase of virgin LiCoO2 . In the @0001# zone axis, th
lowest Bragg reflections~subsequently referred to as diffract

spots or reflections! observed are of$112̄0% type corresponding
1.41 Å lattice spacing~half of the lattice constant,a!. The XRD
measurements gave the lattice constanta 5 2.82 Å.

Moiré fringes were observed on many of the virgin LiCoO2 par-
ticles. For dark-field imaging, an analysis of the orientation rela
ship between the fringe direction and active diffraction ve
showed that these moire´ fringes originated from double diffractio
in platelets that were rotated with respect to each other aroun
c-axis ~rotation angles 1.5-7°!. Figure 1a shows a cross section o
crystallite parallel to thec-axis, in which separate platelets can
seen. Figure 1b shows a plan view of a particle that is covered
moiréfringes, together with the respective diffraction pattern. Ou
nine particles analyzed, eight had rotational moire´ fringes and on
had parallel fringes.

Results from thermally aged material (specimen B).—The dif-
fraction patterns from LiCoO2 particles aged 10 days at 75°C in
delithiated state showed two diffraction features not present from

virgin material: ~i! the fundamental$112̄0%-type reflections wer
split into two diffraction spots corresponding to two lattice pl
spacings d$hkl% ~Fig. 2a!. ~ii ! New diffraction spots of lesser intens

appeared in the center of triangles formed by the$112̄0% reflections

~Fig. 2a, b! and halfway between the$112̄0% reflections~Fig. 2b!.
A comparison with simulated diffraction patterns~Appendix C!

allows identification of~a! $101̄1%-type diffraction spots from th
H1-3 phase,~b! $220%-type reflections from the cubic spinel pha
The latter reflections are found mostly from material near the
ticle surface. In some diffraction patterns, we find both the typ
diffraction spots of H1-3 and of the spinel phase within the s

pattern of fundamental$112̄0% reflections, see Fig. 2b.
In Fig. 2c, dark-field imaging with a$220% reflection of a cubi

spinel crystal~Fig. 2b! shows that the spinel phase is located on
particle surface, but not in the interior. Figures 2b, c are an im
and its corresponding diffraction pattern~taken from the same r
gion of the specimen!. To rule out the possibility that the finding
spinel at the particle surface is an artifact of examining a crysta
is electron-transparent at the surface only but not in the cente
prepared one specimen as a cross section by ultramicrotomy.
3 compares microdiffraction patterns from the edge and from
center of the same particle. The particle is shown in the small
in the respective diffraction patterns. It is seen that near the pa
surface, typical reflections of the spinel and H1-3 phase are f
~Fig. 3a!, whereas the diffraction pattern from the center of
particle corresponds to the original trigonal O3 phase~Fig. 3b!.

Results from heavily cycled material (specimen C).—For the ma
terials subjected to 334 charge/discharge cycles, most diffra
patterns show diffraction spots typical of the spinel phase, and
a few show typical reflections of the H1-3 phase. As in specime

we observe the splitting of fundamental$112̄0% trigonal-type reflec

tions into$440%cub and$112̄0% trigonal, which indicates that the cub
spinel and the trigonal crystal structures are present. The lattic
both crystals are aligned with parallel planes, (0001)trigi to
$111%cub, and parallel directions within the plan

112̄0 i 110 . Figure 4a is an example of this orientation
^ & trig ^ &cub
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lationship, showing a diffraction pattern taken in the^022̄1& trigonal

zone axis, parallel tô110&cubic. The (2̄110) spot of the trigona
lattice lies adjacent to the~404! fundamental diffraction of the cub
spinel phase~in the same direction, but at a smaller distance in
reciprocal space!. The respective lattice constants are d$440%cubic

5 1.35 Å and d$112̄0%trigonal 5 1.43 Å, a difference of approx
mately 6%. Since these values were measured from the ele
diffraction pattern, thea parameter of the trigonal phase is less
liable than that measured by XRD, but the error is typical of s
TEM work. For many crystals, the occurrence of two parallel
tices gives rise to the formation of parallel moire´ fringes. Such
moiré fringes can be seen in Fig. 4b taken in the same zone axi
in a different diffraction condition than Fig. 4a@the active Brag

reflections were (040) and (011̄4̄) ]. The spacings of pa

Figure 1. Virgin LiCoO2 . ~a! A cross section of a LiCoO2 particle show
the stacking of crystallites in thec direction. Thec axis lies in the imag
plane.~b! LiCoO2 particle covered with moire´ fringes. Analyses of diffrac

tion patterns show that the fringes are of rotational character (^11̄01& zone
axis!.
cubic trigonal
n

t

allel moiré fringes can be used to estimate the difference in la
parameters of the two crystals. This is found to be approxim
6%, which is agreement with the values obtained directly from
diffraction pattern. The majority of moire´ patterns in the images
this sample were found to be of parallel character~five of eight!. The
moiré fringes have a wavy appearance that is superimposed o
mottled background~Fig. 4b!. We believe that inhomogeneous
ternal strains are responsible for the wavy appearance of thé
fringes. Frequently we find thick oxide layers spalling off the
ticle surface, see arrow in Fig. 5. We assume that the differen
lattice constants between the O3 phase and the spinel phase a
fact that these phases are predominantly located in the particle
rior ~O3! and on the particle surface~spinel phase! during early
stages of cycle life causes strains within the particle that lead t
observed spalling.

Figure 6 shows a dark-field image taken with a$220% reflection
from the spinel phase. It shows that in this heavily cycled mat
the spinel phase is distributed homogeneously throughout the
ticle covering most of the image. The mottled intensity prob
originates with inhomogeneous element distribution. Comparing
image with Fig. 2c suggests that the spinel phase nucleates
surface and grows into the particle interior with extended cyclin
aging.

Results from chemically delithiated and annealed mate
(specimens D, E).—Virgin LiCoO2 subjected to chemical delithi
tion to Li0.72CoO2 typically exhibited diffraction patterns from t
H1-3 phase. Elemental analysis by ICP-MS reveals an avera
content of 0.72 which leads us to conclude that we see the
phase and not the O1 phase, which has a similar diffraction pa

Dark-field imaging with a$101̄1% reflection of the H1-3 phas
shows a homogeneous distribution of the phase across one p
The diffraction pattern shows the same type of splitting of the

damental$112̄0% diffraction spots that was discussed in cycled
terial as originating with a mixture of trigonal and spinel phases
found that samples of Li0.5CoO2 that were heated for several ho
at 300°C had transformed to the cubic spinel phase.

Discussion

The transmission electron microscopy~TEM! images are dis
tinctly different for the virgin LiCoO2 and for the LiCoO2 that was
subjected to a large number of charge/discharge cycles. The
particles show either uniform contrast, or are covered by str
lines of precise moire´ fringes ~Fig. 1a, b!. The heavily cycled pa
ticles have a mottled contrast and moire´ fringes that are wavy~Fig.
4b, Fig. 6!. Furthermore, the nature of the moire´ fringes change
from rotational to parallel, indicative of the changes that have t
place in the crystals during cycling.

The presence of rotational moire´ fringes, together with a fe
distinct diffraction patterns with small angles of relative rotat
indicates that in virgin LiCoO2 , or material subjected to just a fe
cycles, there are a few basal planes across which small rot
occur. This rotational disorder probably originates with a relati
weak bonding between MeO2 sheets in the O3 and H1-3 structur
and a relatively low cost in energy for a rotational slip across t
planes. It is similar to the turbostratic disorder that occurs acros
basal planes of graphite. Dislocation analysis revealed the pre
of predominantly screw dislocations in the basal planes of v
LiCoO2 that could account for the observed rotations.19 Such defor
mations could perhaps be growth faults in the virgin material. H
ever, since these rotations are generally small, only a few degr
seems more likely that they result from strains in powder pre
tion when the material is subjected to grinding and/or ballmi
processes to obtain the desired particle size.

After 334 charge/discharge cycles~specimen C!, the LiCoO2 was
mostly transformed from the layered O3 phase to the cubic s
phase. The intensities in our electron diffraction patterns are
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sufficiently quantitative to distinguish between Li occupying te
hedral 8a sites or octahedral 16c sites~ideal spinelvs. lithiated spi-
nel!. On the other hand, neutron diffraction has shown tha
LT-LiCoO2 that was chemically delithiated by acid treatmen
Li0.5CoO2 , 80% of the lithium ions had moved from octahedral
to tetrahedral 8a sites, producing the ideal spinel structure.17 This
suggests that the site occupancy depends on the lithium cont
the lattice, and suggests that lithium occupies tetrahedral 8a s
heavily cycled LiCoO2 .

In the thermally aged specimen B, both the H1-3 phase
spinel phase were found. The H1-3 phase was predicted by Va
Ven et al. from first-principles theory,18 but to our knowledge this
the first experimental evidence for this phase observed in Li0.72CoO2
or after cycling between 2.9 and 4.2 V. The finding of the H
phase at Li concentrations of 0.72 as opposed to much lowe
concentrations reported in the literature18 might be caused by inh
mogeneity in the Li concentration of the delithiated specimen.
cently Chenet al. observed the H1-3 phase at a lower Li con
after cycling to 4.75 V.20 Some particles of specimen B showed b
H1-3 and spinel diffraction patterns, whereas in the heavily cy
n
n

r

specimen C there was the mostly spinel phase. As noted previ
the glide of partial dislocations can provide a mechanism fo
transformations between the O3, H1-3, and O1 phase
Li12xCoO2 .19 The cubic spinel cannot be formed by such cry
shears, and requires diffusional intermixing of the Li and Co cat
Perhaps the H1-3 phase is an intermediate step in the transform
from the trigonal O3 to spinel phase of Li12xCoO2 . In the trigona
H1-3 phase, the environment of the Li-ions changes in every
from edge-sharing octahedra~O3 phase! to face-sharing octahed
~O1 phase!. Face-sharing octahedra provide a path for cation m
by diffusion ~ionic radii in octahedral sites, Li1, 0.74 Å; Co31, 0.61
Å! which could promote the cation distribution of the spinel ph
This is supported by the following observation on HT-LiCoO2 that
was chemically delithiated to the composition Li0.5CoO2 . This hex-
agonal phase transformed to the cubic spinel phase upon ann
at 300°C. Thermodynamic instability of layered LiCoO2 toward spi
nel was demonstrated through investigations from first principl
Fig. 22 in Ref. 21.

Figure 2. LiCoO2 cycled five times and annealed at 75°C for 10 days~a!
Diffraction pattern of the@0001# zone axis showing the typical diffractio
of the H1-3 phase.~b! In some particles a superposition of the H1-3
spinel diffraction patterns is observed.~c! Dark-field image taken with
$220% diffraction from Fig. 2b shows that the spinel phase is located a
particle surface only.
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The separation of the fundamental$112̄0% diffraction spots o
the original O3 phase into two diffraction spots is indicative of
aligned crystals. Gummowet al. and Rossenet al. drew a simila
conclusion from their measurements of the voltage plateau duri
extraction from LT-LiCoO2 ~lithiated spinel Li2Co2O4). While they
agreed that one of the phases must be the ideal spinel Li0.5CoO2 they
disagreed on the second phase; Gummow suggested it was l
O3 phase while Rossen suggested it was lithiated s
Li2Co22O4 .12,13 Here we can clearly separate between Bragg
fractions originating from the O3 phase and those originating
the spinel phase~Fig. 4a!.

A typical consequence of the transformation of a crystal to
other one with a different lattice constant is a mismatch betw

Figure 3. LiCoO2 cycled five times and annealed at 75°C for 10 d
Microdiffraction patterns acquired in the@0001# zone axis from a LiCoO2
specimen prepared by ultramicrotomy.~a! Near the particle surface ex
diffractions of the spinel phase are observed.~b! In the particle center on

$112̄0% diffractions of the trigonal phase are observed.
d
lattice planes in the two crystals. This leads to internal strains
the phase transformation which generate transformation str
~Also called Misfit stresses, and often parameterized by a mid
between lattice parameters of two phases, whered 5 (d1

2 d2)/@0.5(d1 1 d2)#). In many particles of cycled material,
spallation of surface layers was observed~see Fig. 5!.15 These dam

Figure 4. LiCoO2 cycled 334 times~a! SAD pattern of the@02̄21# zone axis
showing $220% and $020% diffractions typical of the cubic spinel phase

addition to$112̄0% and $0114% diffractions of the trigonal phase.~b! Moiré
fringes have a curvy appearance in these specimen, indicative of inho
neous strains. Analysis shows that they are of parallel character.
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aged particles clearly show a diffraction pattern of the spinel p
~see inset in Fig. 5!. The degradation of particle surface might c
tribute to the observed decrease in battery performance. In
damaged areas the conductivity of the interface is interrupted
active volume is lost for the intercalation of Li. The microstructu
arrangement of the spinel and trigonal phases at various sta
cycling is not yet fully understood, however.

All specimen in this study were stable under the electron b
even at their surfaces. We have no evidence for an organic pol

Figure 5. LiCoO2 cycled 334 times. Thick layers of approximately 100
thickness spall off the particle surface~see arrow!. The corresponding di
fraction pattern taken in@0001# zone axis shows$220% diffractions typical o
the cubic spinel phase.

Figure 6. LiCoO2 cycled 334 times. Dark-field imaging with a$220%spinel
diffraction demonstrates the homogenous distribution of spinel phase
the whole particle. The corresponding diffraction taken in the@0001# zone
axis is shown in the inset.
e

f

-

type solid electrolyte interface~SEI! similar to the one on anod
surfaces.22 In LiCoO2 the only observable surface change was
formation of the cubic spinel phase. Although the fractional am
of the spinel phase is often small, it is significant that this pha
found on the surface of the layered O3 phase of LiCoO2 . A con-
tinuous layer of spinel could alter the kinetics of lithiation
delithiation. If sufficiently thick, a layer of the spinel phase co
suppress the effective electrochemical capacity of the LiCoO2 by
more than its fractional amount.

Conclusions

In virgin LiCoO2 with the O3 trigonal crystal structure, rotatio
moirépatterns in the images and rotations in the single-crystal
tron diffraction patterns indicated a turbostratic disorder from s
rotations of the O-Co-O slabs. These rotations could be induc
stresses in crystal growth or stresses resulting from mech
treatment during powder production. In LiCoO2 subjected to exten
sive charge/discharge cycling, the analysis of single-crystal ele
diffraction patterns showed a transformation of parts of the trig
LiCoO2 into a delithiated spinel Li11yCo2O4 . The spinel phas
forms first at the surfaces of crystals, but eventually ext
throughout some crystals. The orientation relationship betwee
two phases was determined from diffraction patterns to

$0001% trigonal parallel$111%cubic and^112̄0& trigonal parallel^110&cubic.
The difference in unit cell dimensions leads to transforma
stresses when spinel crystals are formed. The subsequent mec
degradation of the particle includes spallation of surface layers
reduced conductivity and loss of active volume as well as the l
electrochemical activity of the spinel phase are possible reaso
the observed decrease in electrochemical performance of Li2
cathodes.
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Appendix A

Specimen Treatment

The following specimen have been investigated in this study:
Virgin LiCoO2 .—Pristine LiCoO2 powder, X-ray diffraction~not shown here!

gavea 5 2.817 Å andc 5 14.03 Å as unit cell parameters of the hexagonal pha
Thermally aged.—Sample A-based electrode comprised of wt % 91 LiCoO2 , wt %

6 graphite, and wt % 3 PVDF binder. A lithium half-cell battery was made of it us
M LiClO4 in PC as the electrolyte. The cell was cycled five times then charged to
and annealed at 75°C for 10 days.

Heavily-cycled.—Sample B electrode taken from a lithium-ion prototype ba
cycled 334 times between 3.0 and 4.2 V under 1C/1C rate at ambient temperatu
final state of the battery was a discharge to 3.0 V. The battery had experie
permanent capacity loss of 10-12%.

Chemically delithiated.—Sample A treated with a K2S2O8 solution to remove 0.2
Li/mole. The powder is then repeatedly washed with methanol and dried in vacu
50-60°C for 12-24 h.

Chemically delithiated and annealed.—Li0.5CoO2 annealed at 300°C in vacuum
several hours.
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Appendix B

Crystallographic Unit Cells

Trigonal unit cell, Ref. 4.

Space group 166,R3̄m a 5 2.82 Å, c 5 14.06 Å

Atom Wyckoff position

Li 3a ~0, 0, 0!

Co 3b ~0, 0, 0!

O 6c ~0, 0, 0.25!

H1-3 unit cell, Ref. 29 in 18.

Space group 166,R3̄m a 5 2.78 Å, c 5 25.77 Å

Atom Wyckoff position

Li 3a ~0, 0, 0!

Co 6c ~0, 0, 0.42!

O 6c ~0, 0, 0.29!

O 6c ~0, 0, 0.12!

Spinel unit cell, Ref. 16.

Space group 227,Fd3m a 5 8.02 Å

Li2Co2O4

Atom Wyckoff position

Li 16c ~0, 0, 0!

Co 16d ~0.5, 0.5, 0.5!

O 32e ~0.26, 0.26, 0.26!

a 5 8.02 Å

LiCo2O4

Atom Wyckoff position

Li 8a ~0.125, 0.125, 0.125!

Co 16d ~0.5, 0.5, 0.5!

O 32e ~0.26, 0.26, 0.26!
Appendix C

Simulations of Diffraction Patterns
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